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OPPO
Oppo puts the people in the centre.

Oppo attracts and connects people.

The circle stands for the openness, equality, and

The shape itself creates inclusion.

inclusivity of Swedish society. Oppo manifests

The simple, beautiful gesture of Oppo is the rea-

this symbolically and palpably as a space to

son to visit the site. The cultural and educative

meet, talk, think, and play: a space of oppor-

programme is the starting point for sustainable

tunity.

effects.

Oppo is a temporary, lightweight, mobile
structure.
Oppo is an inflatable, helium filled balloon
of translucent polyurethane, in the shape of a
torus. It puts minimum strain on the park and
environment. Oppo also glows in the dark.

Oppo can float in various alignments, to
allow a mix of activities.

Oppo is a landmark, and a place of

Hovering above the ground vertically or hori-

encounter.

zontally and changing location, it can perfectly

Due to its lighter-than-air nature, it can float

accommodate various events: workshops and

as a delightful second moon in the night sky

language classes for smaller groups as well as

of Malmö. During the day, when events take

lectures or concerts for crowds.

place, Oppo is lowered to the ground, and
serves as a meeting space.

Oppo comes with an educative and event

hood initiatives together with Individuell Männ-

programme.

iskohjälp. We tentatively suggest to group the

Oppo is a catalyst for social and economic

programme around three themes:

opportunity. We believe integration and socio-

Food: local production, culture-themed cooking

economic equity starts with communication and

lessons, market, common meals, health.

the exchange of ideas. Its programme attracts

Language: theatre, tandem, cinema, knowl-

neighbours, migrants and visitors, with a focus

edge-transfer, lectures, round-tables.

on encouraging interaction between these

Play: team sport, health, education, families,

groups. The programme will be curated by the

dance, memory games.

various involved organisations and neighbour-

OPPO
During the day Oppo is held on the ground by
16 suspension ropes, each carries 25kgs of lift.
At night, the balloon can be floated at height
(desirable 40-100m, depending on regulatory
limits) attached to a single cable, which can be
reeled in with a motor.
For events at the MKB building, Oppo can be
placed there. During stormy weather the balloon can be secured to the ground.

day

night

concert

OPPO
Our project utilises the iconic aspect of the object to attract the
attention of the public and the media. This attention will instigate the success of the socioeconomic aspect of the project.
We do not yet specify programme details (events, workshops)
to take place during the two-month period, nor the necessary

5m

furnishing (tables, chairs).
Instead, we will seek the collaboration and partnership with
neighbourhood, government, and business initiatives during

attractor: iconic landmark

language: live karaoke
12 m

the planning phase together with Individuell Människohjälp.
These initiatives will jointly develop and curate the programme
and jointly build (or purchase, if required) the necessary furnishings in a participative process. A part of the budget has been

5m

set aside for this purpose.
We tentatively propose to centre the programme around three
themes: food, language, and play.

22 m
food: workshop

play: dance
plan 1:500

section 1:500

OPPO
Balloon

Ground kit

◉ Single envelope torus with a

◉ Grass

5m tube of 22m diameter, surface

events.

839 m², volume 1049 m³, weight

protection

Balloon sequence
sheet

for

B Anchor.

210 kg (deflated).
A Inflate.
A Suspension ropes at equal length,
balloon hovers above ground.

◉ 16 anchors sand bags 2x15kg
each, plus optional ground an◉ Material: welded translucent

chors.

white thermoplastic polyurethane

C Link.

sheet.
◉ Equipped with: 16 load rings

B Suspension ropes at staggered
length.

at the equator line, inflation valve,
overpressure

valve,

suspension

B Attach.
◉ Motorised winch with 100m
rope, anchored.
D Reel.

C Vertical mode.
ropes (25m each).
◉ Free Lift: up to 700kg. We aim
for reduced lift (±300kg) Helium
mix for easier handling.

◉ Balloon pressure set: ventilations system with electronic pressure sensor.
D Landmark mode. Five suspension
ropes fastened to extended rope.

